YEAR 10 - 2014 STATIONERY REQUIREMENTS

The following 3 texts are the only ones not included in the scheme and should be bought separately or retained from previous years:

- Australian Pocket Oxford Dictionary
- The Catholic Youth Bible International Ed. NRSV (Catholic Edition)
- Oxford Atlas

### GENERAL

- Highlighter
- Scissors
- 1 x Set Headphones
- 2 x Glue Sticks
- Eraser
- 2 x HB Pencils
- 1 x Red Pen
- 2 x Blue Pens
- 30cm Plastic Ruler
- Pencil Sharpener
- 1 Box 100 A4 Plastic Pockets
- Ass. Colour Pencils (Derwent set 24)
- 1 Pkt 24 Water Based Textas
- USB Flash Drive (2GB minimum for document & storage transfer)

### ENGLISH

- 5 pkts A4 Rein. Refill 8mm 50’s (recycled)
- Binder A4 3 Ring PVC
- Subject Dividers A4 5 Tab
- A4 Binder Book 96pg 8mm (recycled)
- Highlighters - 5 pk

### MATHS

- Math-O-Matt (retain Yr 7)
- Medium 0.7mm Mechanical Pencil
- Optional Texas T.I. NSPIRE CAS Calculator (General, Statistical & Algebraic Maths) Purchase from St.Peters $185 or secondhand from Ebay
- or
- Maths Texas Instruments TI-30 XB Multiview Scientific Calculator (retain from Yr 7)

Either

- 2 96pg A4 Exercise Books with
- 1 A4 1 mm Graph Book.

or

- 2 x 96pg A4 Exercise Book with 5mm square grid (this is a combination Exercise and Graph Book and is recommended).

### RELIGIOUS EDUCATION

- A4 Binder Book 96pgs 8mm (recycled)
- A4 Rein. Refill 8mm 50’s (recycled)
- 1 x A4 Display Book

### ELECTIVE UNITS

#### ENGLISH

**Journalism, Intro to Literature**
2 pkts A4 Rein. Refill 8mm 50’s (recycled)
Binder A4 3 Ring PVC

#### SCIENCE

**Applied, Life & Physical – For Each Subject**
2 x A4 Binder Book 96pg 8mm
Calculator Casio FX-82AU (Physical only)
1 x Refill A4 1mm Graph Paper (Physical only)
Binder A4 3 Ring PVC (Physical & Life only)
Plastic Pockets for Display Booklet

#### HEALTH & PHYSICAL EDUCATION

**Exercise, Fitness & Coaching, Health, Sport & Society, Systems of Human Body**
A4 Binder Book 64pg 8mm (recycled)
A4 Rein. Refill 8mm 50’s (recycled - Health & Systems only)
Binder A4 3 Ring PVC (Health only)
10 Plastic Pockets (Health only)
1 x A4 Display Book (Systems only)

#### HUMANITIES

**Aust. Coming of Age, Comercial Business, Commercial Economics, Environmental Studies, Geography,History (Social Justice), Teenagers & the Law, World of Money**
2 x A4 Binder Books 96pg 8mm (recycled)
Tracing Paper (Geography Only)
Mechanical Pencils (Geography Only)
Atlas (retained from Yr 8) (Geography Only)

**IN YEARS 9-12 PARENTS/STUDENTS SHOULD PURCHASE STATIONERY REQUIREMENTS ONLY FOR THE ELECTIVE SUBJECTS WHICH THEY ARE STUDYING.**
### INFORMATION & COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY

**Back to Business, Caught in the Web, Cracking the Code, Multimedia Animation**
- 1 x A4 Display Book
- A4 Binder Book 96pg 8mm or Loose Leaf Paper
- 1 X USB Stick

**LOTE**

- **French**
  - 1 x Exercise Book 48pg
  - A4 Binder Book 96pg 8mm *(recycled)*
  - 1 x Headphones (with microphone)
  - 1 x 4 Colour Pen

- **Japanese**
  - A4 Binder Book 96pg 8mm *(recycled)*
  - Binder A4 3 Ring PVC
  - 1 x Headphones (with microphone)
  - Plastic Pockets
  - 1 x Colour Pen

### THE ARTS

#### 2D Art and 3D Art
- 1 x Black Artline Fineliner
- 1 x A3 Sketch Book
- Pencil Tradition 2B
- Pencil Tradition 6B
- Pencil Tradition 2H
- Ass. Colour Pencils *(Derwent set minimum 24)*
- Pencil Sharpener *(double metal)*
- 1 Roll 18mm Masking Tape

**The Elements of Dance, Body & Dance, Impro. And Performance, Dramatic Performance and Theatreworks**
- A4 Binder Book 96pg 8mm *(recycled)*
- 1 x USB – 4GB
- 1 x A3 Sketch Book *(Spirax No. 579)*

**Digital Film Production & Photography**
- A4 Binder Books 96pg 8mm *(recycled)*
- 1 USB – 4GB
- 1 x Black Artline Fineliner
- A4 Sketch Book
- 1 x Spirax No.579 Sketch Book A3 *(Photo.Only)*

**Music Performance & Music Comp. & Arrangement**
- A4 Binder Book 64pgs 8mm *(with Manuscript pages in the middle of the book)*
- 1 x A4 Display Book
- 1 x USB – 4GB
- 1 x Headphones

#### Visual Communication & Graphic Design
- Eraser Soft Pencil (SP20)
- 2 X Pencil Tradition HB
- 2 x Pencil Tradition 4B
- 2 x Pencil Tradition 2H
- A3 Sketch Book
- 2 x Pen Fineliner Black Artline 200 0.4
- 1 Roll of 18mm Masking Tape
- 1 x 45 degree Set Square 160mm
- 1 30/60 degree Set Square 200mm
- 1 30/60 degree Set Square 200mm
- 1 x USB (4GB)